Prepositions
Prepositions typically come before a noun:
Preposition

Nouns and explanations

Examples

in (inside, indoors)

car, cafe, years, times,
places

I'm indoors (home)
I'm in the cafe
I was born in 1989
I woke up in the afternoon
See you in the morning
I live in London

on (ontop)

bus, train, plane, bike,
days, phone, radio,
television (TV)

I came here on the bus
I'm on the train (phone call)
See you on Friday
I was on the phone with my friend
Watch Eastenders on BBC1
I like the Russell Brand show on radio 2
Can we meet on the 23rd

at

time, place (point with your I'll see you at 6.30
finger) think of at as
Meet me at the station
direction e.g. pointing
I'm at college today
I live at 77 Have Fun Street

to (toward,
movement)

place, future, verb

for

for = purpose, reason, why, I wrote this for you
because e.g. I wrote this:
Milk is good for you
why? because? = you
Is it for me? (present/gift)
Feel good for no reason
I've lived there for 7 years

I'm going to sleep
I'm going to Brasil for Christmas
I'm going to practice English everyday

by (buy)

I have to be there by 6pm
(at the latest)
by now, you have learned some things

with (wiv)

coffee with sugar
with you I feel great

from

from Stratford to Liverpool street is a short journey
I'm from Brasil

since

specific date or time

Onto
On
On-top
Beside
Side

In
Inside
Indoors

He's worked here since 1970
She's been sitting in the waiting room since twothirty (2.30)
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Outside
Outdoors
I'm at the cube. I'll do it for the cube. Let's go to the cube.

Under(neath)
Below
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